Secrets Freya North
NEW on ebook for the first time with
NEW author afterword.She wanted
a man in her life. Now she has four.
In 1988, a retired schoolteacher
named Pius Fernandes receives an
old diary found in the back room of
an East African shop. Written in
1913 by a British colonial
administrator, the diary captivates
Fernandes, who begins to research
the coded history he encounters in
its terse, laconic entries. What he
uncovers is a story of forbidden
liaisons and simmering vengeances,
family secrets and cultural exiles--a
story that leads him on an
investigative journey through his
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own past and Africa's.
Jessica Barnes has a one-way ticket
to the career of her dreams as a
corporate VP when Adam Taylor,
the sexy consultant and chief hatchet
man, arrives on the scene. Suddenly
Jessica's not sure whether her job
will get axed if a merger with a
rogue company goes through. She
wants to ignore the man who's
turning her world upside down, but
instead he's turning her on…. Adam
Taylor never expected to find his
dream woman. And he certainly
never expected her to be the fireball
in the power suit, who's making him
want her in as many positions as
possible. But when they make a bet
to keep their hands to themselves for
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ten whole days, Adam's not sure he
can keep up his side of the bargain!
Besides, what's one kiss? Unless it
leads to a whole lot more…
'A terrific family drama of secrets ...
and so cleverly plotted' Graham
Norton 'A completely compelling
story of family secrets, courage and
resilience – the sense of place is just
so powerful' Fearne Cotton 'With
captivating characters and a richly
drawn setting, this poignant story is
the perfect book to curl up with'
Catherine Isaac 'Moving, intriguing
and beautifully written, this is a
story about coming home' Katie
Fforde 'An immensely enjoyable and
absorbing novel: tender-hearted and
infused with empathy and a great
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sense of place' Erica James
'Moving, emotional and tender and I
was so taken with the protagonists,
Nell and Dougie' Nina Pottell 'A
tender exploration of family secrets
and healing, it is the perfect read for
our troubled times' Lucy Atkins 'A
beautifully written and poignant
exploration of family secrets spilling
through the generations. Immersive
and compelling' Elizabeth Buchan 'I
can't remember the last time I read
a book in one sitting or sobbed so
hard at the end but Little Wing is a
really special novel – if it doesn't get
you right in all the feels then you're
not human' RED 'Book of the month.
What a treat: moving, emotional and
tender. This filled my heart with joy
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and occasionally my eyes with tears;
it is beautiful' Prima, Book of the
Month 'Tender and touching. Keep
the tissues close for this poignant
story – characters you'll fall in love
with' Good Housekeeping
___________ Little Wing is the
powerful story of two families over
three generations. 1969. Florence
Lawson, a 16-year-old schoolgirl
who dreams of being an artist, finds
herself pregnant and banished to
one of the most remote parts of the
UK. 1986. Dougie Munro, searching
for adventure, leaves the Isle of
Harris – the island of his birth – for
art college and a career in London
as a photographer. 2005. Nell
Hartley, content with her life
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managing a care-in-the-community
cafe in Colchester, discovers a
shocking truth about her family.
Between the sprawl of London,
suburban Essex, and the wild,
unpredictable Outer Hebrides, three
lives collide and interweave as
questions are asked and secrets
surface. What happened to
Florence? Why is Dougie now so
reluctant to return home? How can
Nell make peace with the lies she's
been told? Little Wing is a novel
about resilience, forgiveness and the
true meaning of family, about
finding one's place in the world and
discovering how we all belong
somewhere and to someone.
My Husband's Wives
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A bittersweet story of love, loss and
life
Love Rules & Home Truths ( Two In
One )
Island House
Rumours
The stunning summer besteller
from Freya North.
Withdrawing from a family party
to the solitude of her tree house,
16-year-old Laurel Nicolson
witnesses a shocking murder that
throughout a subsequent half
century shapes her beliefs, her
acting career and the lives of
three strangers from vastly
different cultures. By the bestselling author of The Distant
Hours. Reprint. 200,000 first
printing.
In this riveting tale that “will
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keep you on your toes until the
very end” (HelloGiggles), two
couples embark on a toxic
relationship after a night of
sexual shenanigans, unaware of
the manipulative teenager with
an explosive secret at the center
of it all—from the USA TODAY
bestselling author of The Party.
Low Morrison is not your average
teen. You could blame her hippie
parents or her dreary, isolated
hometown on an island in the
Pacific Northwest. But whatever
the reason, Low just doesn’t fit
in—and neither does Freya, an
ethereal beauty and once-famous
social media influencer who now
owns the local pottery studio.
After signing up for a class, Low
quickly falls under Freya’s spell.
And Freya, buoyed by Low’s
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adoration, is compelled to share
her darkest secrets and deepest
desires. Finally, both feel a sense
of belonging...that is, until Jamie
walks through the studio door.
Desperate for a baby, she and
her husband have moved to the
island hoping that the healthy
environment will result in a
pregnancy. Freya and Jamie
become fast friends, as do their
husbands, leaving Low alone
once again. Then one night, after
a boozy dinner party, Freya
suggests swapping partners. It
should have been a harmless
fling between consenting adults,
one night of debauchery that
they would put behind them, but
instead, it upends their lives. And
provides Low the perfect
opportunity to unleash her
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growing resentment. An
“explosive, sexy, and completely
absorbing” (Kate Moretti, New
York Times bestselling author)
thriller, The Swap is perfect for
fans of Megan Miranda and Lisa
Jewell.
One warm rainy summer, Freya
Dane, a PhD candidate in
archaeology, arrives on the
ancient Scottish island of
Findnar. Estranged as a child
from her recently dead father,
himself an archaeologist, Freya
yearns to understand more about
the man, his work on the island,
and why he left her mother so
many years ago. It seems
Michael Dane uncovered much of
Findnar's Viking and Christian
past through his search for an
elusive tomb, and Freya
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continues with his work. The
discoveries she is destined to
make, far greater than her
father's, will teach her the true
meaning of love and of loss. AD
800, and a wandering comet, an
omen of evil, shines down on
Findnar. The fears of the locals
are justified. In a Viking raid,
Signy, a Pictish girl, loses her
entire family. Taken in by
survivors of the island's Christian
community, she falls in love with
an injured Viking youth left
behind by the raiders and is cast
out. Confused and bereft,
eventually she becomes a nun, a
decision that will unleash tragedy
as she is plunged into the heart
of a war between three religions.
Forced to choose between her
ancestors' Animist beliefs, her
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adopted faith, and the man she
loves, Signy will call out to Freya
across the centuries. Ancient
wrongs must be laid to rest in the
present and the mystery at the
heart of Findnar's violent past
exposed.
Chloe
Secrets We Keep
Pip
Fen
A powerful tale full of secrets,
surprises and family ties

NEW on ebook for the first time with
NEW author afterword.Do opposites
really attract?
Love RulesLove Or Luist, Passion Or
Prosmises? Thea Luckmore Loves
Romance And Lives For The Magic
Of True Love. She'S Determined Only
Ever To Fall Head Over Heels, Or
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Rather, Heart Over Head. Alice
Heggarty, Her Best Friend, Has Always
Loved Lust- Nut She'S Fed Up With
The Dashing Rogues. Now He'S Set
Her Sights On Good, Sensible
Husband Material. And She'S Found
Him. For Thea, A Chance Encounter
On Primose Hill Ignites That Elusive
Spark. Saul Mundy Appears To Be
The Perfect Fir And Thea'S Heart Is
Snapped Up Fast. However, Newly
Wed Alice Finds She'S Not As Keen
As She Thought On Playing By The
Rules And She Starts To Break Them
Left, Right And Centre. At The Same
Time, A Shocking Discovery Shatters
Thea'S Belief In Everlasting
Love.When It Comes To Love, Should
You Listen To Your Head, Your
Heart, Or Your Best Friend? Home
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TruthsFamily Matters. Doesn'T ItOur
Mother Ran Off With A Cowboy
From Denver When We Were Small&
Raised By Their Loving And Eccentric
Uncle Django, The Mccabe Sisters
Assume Their Early Thirties Will Be A
Time Of Happiness And Stability.
However, Cat, The Youngest, Is Home
From Abroad To Begin A New Phase
Of Her Life-But It'S Providing More
Difficult That She Thought. Fen Is
Determined To Be A Better Mother
To Her Baby Than Her Own Was To
Her-Though Her Love-Life Is
Suffering As A Result. Pip, The Eldest,
Loves Looking After Her Stepson, Her
Husband, Her Uncle And Her SistersEven If Her Own Needs Are Sidelined.
At Django'S 75Th Birthday Party,
Secrets Are Revealed That Throw The
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Family Into Chaos. Can Heart And
However Be Reconciled For The
Mccabes? After All, What Does It
Mean If Suddenly Your Sisters Aren'T
Quite Your Sisters?
Set against a ticking clock, this
"haunting" and "atmospheric" thriller
pits a ruthless cult against a mother's
love, revealing that our darkest secrets
are the hardest ones to leave behind
(Sally Hepworth, New York Times
bestselling author of The Good Sister).
Four days to go Amy has only ever
known life in the Clearing, amidst her
brothers and sisters--until a newcomer,
a younger girl, joins the "family" and
offers a glimpse of the outside world.
Three days to go Freya is going to
great lengths to seem like an "everyday
mum," even as she maintains her
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isolated lifestyle, hoping to protect her
young son and her dog. Two days to go
When news breaks of a missing girl--a
child the same age as Freya's son,
Billy--Amy and Freya find themselves
headed for a shocking collision. One
day to go
The author of A Bridge Across the
Ocean and The Last Year of the War
journeys from the present day to World
War II England, as two sisters are
separated by the chaos of wartime...
Current day, Oxford, England. Young
American scholar Kendra Van Zant,
eager to pursue her vision of a perfect
life, interviews Isabel McFarland just
when the elderly woman is ready to
give up secrets about the war that she
has kept for decades...beginning with
who she really is. What Kendra
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receives from Isabel is both a gift and a
burden—one that will test her
convictions and her heart. 1940s,
England. As Hitler wages an
unprecedented war against London’s
civilian population, hundreds of
thousands of children are evacuated to
foster homes in the rural countryside.
But even as fifteen-year-old Emmy
Downtree and her much younger sister
Julia find refuge in a charming
Cotswold cottage, Emmy’s burning
ambition to return to the city and
apprentice with a fashion designer pits
her against Julia’s profound need for
her sister’s presence. Acting at cross
purposes just as the Luftwaffe rains
down its terrible destruction, the sisters
are cruelly separated, and their lives
are transformed...
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The Way Back Home
Secrets and Sins
Little Wing
Blood Secret
16 Point
Summoned to the remote IcelandicCanadian village of her youth,
Manhattan photographer Freya
Morris reunites with her ancient
grandmother and remembers her
childhood summers with her
troubled aunt and a freak accident
that prompted Freya's exile. A first
novel.
Jummy has won a place at the finest
girls' boarding school in Nigeria.
Nothing can dampen her spirits, not
even when she learns that her best
friend Caro won't be joining her.
School is everything Jummy dreamt
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of - but when Caro suddenly arrives
at the school to work, not to learn,
Jummy must bring all her friends
together to help.
Freya North reunites her popular
McCabe girls – sisters Cat, Fen and
Pip – in this sexy and funny novel.
"Pratt's characters are rib-achingly
funny, outrageous and entirely true
to life." Metro "A writer to watch."
The Guardian "A leading name in
UK YA literature." The Bookseller
UK YA Book Prize-shortlisted
author When Sophie receives a
parcel from her best friend, Freya,
she expects it to contain the reason
why Freya left town so suddenly,
without goodbyes and without
explanation. Instead, she finds a
letter addressed to Win, a girl Freya
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barely knew - or did she? As more
letters arrive for more people on the
periphery of Freya's life, Sophie and
Win begin to piece together who
Freya was and why she left.
Sometimes it's not about who's gone,
but about who they leave behind...
Perfect for fans of Beautiful Broken
Things and The Sun Is Also a Star.
Secrets She Kept
Secrets of a Charmed Life
Minecraft: The Lost Journals
In the Clearing
Polly
NEW on ebook for the first
time with NEW author
afterword.Two very different
men, one very difficult
decision.
CAROLINE'S SISTER by No. 1
bestselling author Sheila
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O'Flanagan is an
unforgettable tale of family
ties, secrets and surprises
- not to be missed by
readers of Kathryn Hughes
and Kerry Lonsdale. To her
younger sister, Tessa,
Caroline O'Shaughnessy seems
to have everything - great
looks, easy charm, and the
distinctly desirable Damien
Woods. But for Caroline,
things don't feel quite so
rosy. She'd dreamed about
moving in with Damien, but
not about having his child,
just yet. And though he did
the honourable thing when
she told him she was
pregnant, it obviously
wasn't what he wanted
either. And as both of them
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struggle to make the best of
a bad job, neither is
prepared for the impact a
moment of drunken
indiscretion will have not
just on their lives but on
Tessa's too...
“[A] double bildungsroman”
of two British women “set
against a background of
political and cultural
upheavals” in the direct
aftermath of WWII (The New
Yorker). It begins on May 8,
1945. The streets of London
are alive with VE-Day
celebrations. In the crowd,
twenty-year-old Freya Wyley
meets eighteen-year-old
Nancy Holdaway. Freya’s
acerbic wit and freewheeling politics complement
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Nancy’s gentle, cautious
nature, and what begins on
that eventful day in history
is the story of a
transformative friendship
that spans two decades. As
Freya chooses journalism and
Nancy realizes her ambitions
as a novelist, their
friendship takes on the
nuances of sexual,
emotional, and professional
rivalries. Beneath the
relentless thrum of changing
times are the eternal
battles fought by women in
pursuit of independence and
the search for love.
Stretching from the war
haunted halls of Oxford and
Nuremburg to the cultural
shifts of the early 1960s,
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Freya brings to life two
extraordinary women facing
down an era of political and
personal tumult. “With this
three-dimensional portrait
of his headstrong heroine,
whose hard-gloss shell
conceals a hard-fought
vulnerability, Quinn
achieves a distinct and
unusual creation.” —The New
York Times
“Rich, romantic, beautifully
drawn and utterly
compelling” Jane Green, New
York Times bestselling
author Life is short.
Sometimes you have to take a
chance...
The Turning Point: A
gripping love story, keep
the tissues close...
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The Secret Keeper
Home Truths
Far From Over
A Novel

Available for the first time as an
ebook bundle, three sassy novels
following the fun and fortunes of
the McCabe sisters.
The minute she had opened the
trunk, she knew there wasn't
anything like hope in it. Just awful
musty things, but each one with a
kind of terrible dark halo around
it. She picked up that piece of old
lace. She saw that stain -- pale,
brownish in color. She knew it was
blood. Somebody's blood. There was
violence in that trunk, and dark
secrets, and she did not want to
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know them. Curious about the old
homestead where she now lives,
Jerry finds an ancient trunk in the
basement that contains, among
other things, an old piece of
bloodstained lace, some letters, and
a battered doll. The objects in the
trunk have stories to tell -- stories
about the Spanish Inquisition
spanning nearly five hundred years
and stories of secrets locked deep in
the bloodlines of Jerry's ancestors.
Kathryn Lasky's powerhouse novel
is a dramatic historical saga that
brings the reader face-to-face with
some of the worst atrocities ever
committed against humankind in
the name of God. But above all, it is
an unforgettable coming-of-age
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story about a girl who, in
connecting with her own past and
faith, is at last able to face her own
demons and liberate not only
herself but also future generations
of her family from the long chain
of suffering and silence.
NEW on ebook for the first time
with NEW author afterword.She’s
in for the ride of her life.
"Joe has a beautiful house, a great
job, no commitments--and he likes it
like that. All he needs is a quiet
house sitter for his rambling old
place by the sea. When Tess turns
up on his doorstep, he's not sure
she's right for the job. Where has
she come from in such a hurry?
Her past is blank, and she's a bit of
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an enigma. But there's something
about her--even though sparks fly
every time they meet. And it looks
like she's here to stay..."--P. [4] of
cover.
An Official Minecraft Novel
Hieroglyphics
Caroline's Sister
The Turning Point
Love Rules
This publication is not for sale to
libraries. Joe has a beautiful house,
a great job, no commitments - and
he likes it like that. All he needs is a
quiet house-sitter for his rambling
old place by the sea. When Tess
turns up on his doorstep, he's not
sure she's right for the job. Where
has she come from in such a
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hurry?
One summer, something happened
that changed everything forever...
One man, three wives, too many
secrets. A heart-warming story of
love, loss, family and friendship.
This official Minecraft novel is a
journey into the unknown! Max
and Alison are proof that
differences don’t stand in the way
of friendship. Max is always on the
lookout for a new adventure—even
if it means getting into
trouble—while Alison prefers to
follow the rules. But both of them
are fascinated by the beat-up old
journal Max finds and the strange
gate its secretive author, the
Enchanter, describes: a portal to
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an otherworldly realm of danger
called the Nether. After they use
the journal’s instructions to craft
the portal, Max and Alison
squabble over whether to remain
safe in the Overworld or to journey
into the Nether to find the
Enchanter . . . until a fateful
accident makes the decision for
them. Trapped in a scary new
world, Max and Alison find an ally
in Freya, a fierce warrior who has
been living in the Nether with her
beloved wolf, Bunny Biter. With
Freya’s help, and with the clues
that lie in the pages of the
mysterious journal, Max and
Alison embark on a quest to find
the Enchanter, even as the Nether
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pushes their skills—and their
friendship—to the limit. Collect all
of the official Minecraft books:
Minecraft: The Island Minecraft:
The Crash Minecraft: The Lost
Journals Minecraft: The
Survivors’ Book of Secrets
Minecraft: Exploded Builds:
Medieval Fortress Minecraft:
Guide to Exploration Minecraft:
Guide to Creative Minecraft: Guide
to the Nether & the End Minecraft:
Guide to Redstone Minecraft:
Mobestiary Minecraft: Guide to
Enchantments & Potions
Minecraft: Guide to PVP
Minigames Minecraft: Guide to
Farming Minecraft: Let’s Build!
Theme Park Adventure Minecraft
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for Beginners
Secrets
Freya
The Book of Secrets
The Swap
Freya North 3-Book Collection:
Secrets, Chances, Rumours
An intelligent, sexy novel about best
friends, about settling down and about
throwing it all away...
2016 Christy Award Winner!
(Historical novel category) 2016 Carol
Award Winner! (Historical category)
All her life, Hannah Sterling longed for
a close relationship with her estranged
mother. Following Lieselotte's death,
Hannah determines to unlock the
secrets of her mother's mysterious past
and is shocked to discover a
grandfather living in Germany. Thirty
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years earlier, Lieselotte's father is
quickly ascending the ranks of the Nazi
party, and a proper marriage for his
daughter could help advance his career.
Lieselotte is in love--but her beloved
Lukas is far from an ideal match, as he
secretly works against the Reich. Yet
Lieselotte never imagined how far her
father would go to ensure her
cooperation. Both Hannah's and
Lieselotte's stories unfold as Hannah
travels to Germany to meet her
grandfather, who is hiding wartimes
secrets of his own. Longing for
connection, yet shaken by all she
uncovers, Hannah must decide if she
can atone for her family's tragic past
and how their legacy will shape her
future.
Everybody’s talking - but what’s
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really going on?
Two distant relatives, drawn together
in companionship are forced to
confront their pasts and learn that some
people are good at keeping secrets and
some secrets are never meant to be
kept.
Chasing Secrets
A refreshing romance novel of humour
and warmth
The Tricking of Freya
Pillow Talk
Jummy at the River School

"Darkly funny and sexyliterary escapism at its
finest." -Independent By
day, Petra Flint is a
talented jeweler working
in a lively London
studio. By night, she's
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a sleepwalker troubled
by a past she can't put
to bed and a present
that leaves her clinging
to an unsuitable
boyfriend. Arlo Savidge
was once a budding
heartthrob musician.
Then tragedy struck and
he chose to forsake
stardom and all future
affairs of the heart for
a quiet life in the
countryside as a music
teacher. Petra and Arlo
haven't seen each other
since they were
teenagers-when their
feelings ran deep but
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the timing wasn't right.
Now, seventeen years
later, they run into
each other once more.
Might first love get a
second chance-or will
what keeps them up at
night keep them apart
forever? Praise for
Pillow Talk "I defy
anyone who doesn't fall
in love with it."
-Glamour "Warm, sexy,
satisfying." -Heat
"North charts the
emotional turmoil with a
sexy exactitude." -Marie
Claire "Another North
gem."-OK
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Sheila O''Flanagan''s
bestseller FAR FROM OVER
is a captivating novel
for anyone who ever
wondered if they made
the right decision about
the man they used to
love. Not to be missed
by readers of Marian
Keyes and Freya North.
Gemma Garvey''s marriage
has been over for ages.
Gemma ended it and chose
to be a single mother
rather than continue the
pretence that her
marriage to workobsessed David Hennessy
was working. So why is
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she so upset when he
marries bimbo Orla
O''Neill? Is it that
Orla''s thin and
gorgeous whilst Gemma,
at thirty-five, feels
more like fifty-five? Or
that David''s starting a
new life whilst she''s
facing middle age alone?
For Orla, being wife no.
2 isn''t all she''s
imagined, always aware
of how Gemma coped with
a house, family and job
while she can''t even
cook dinner without
setting the kitchen
alight. To David, who
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has loved them both,
there isn''t a problem.
But actually the
trouble''s just begun...
What readers are saying
about Far From Over:
''If you want a fun book
which will keep you
amused then you don''t
get much better than Far
From Over'' Amazon
reviewer, 5 stars
''Pacy, interesting,
poignant'' Amazon
reviewer, 5 stars
''Emotions run high as
the story focuses in on
the feelings of each
character, including
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those of the ''other
woman''. I really got to
know the characters
well'' Amazon reviewer,
5 stars
Three page-turning
novels from Sunday Times
bestselling author Freya
North
Polly Fenton loves her
job teaching English and
her boyfriend Max, but
she leaves them both
behind on an exchange
visit to Vermont. Polly
is dazzled and
overwhelmed by new
experiences in this new
world, while Max remains
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less than faithful at
home.
Freya North 3-Book
Collection: Cat, Fen,
Pip
Chances
Cat
Every Little Piece of My
Heart
Newbery Honor–winning
author Gennifer Choldenko
deftly combines humor,
tragedy, fascinating
historical detail, and a
medical mystery in this
exuberant new novel. San
Francisco, 1900. The Gilded
Age. A fantastic time to be
alive for lots of people . . .
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but not thirteen-year-old
Lizzie Kennedy, stuck at
Miss Barstow’s snobby
school for girls. Lizzie’s
secret passion is science, an
unsuitable subject for
finishing-school girls. Lizzie
lives to go on house calls
with her physician father.
On those visits to his
patients, she discovers a
hidden dark side of the
city—a side that’s full of
secrets, rats, and rumors of
the plague. The newspapers,
her powerful uncle, and her
beloved papa all deny that
the plague has reached San
Francisco. So why is the
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heart of the city under
quarantine? Why are angry
mobs trying to burn
Chinatown to the ground?
Why is Noah, the Chinese
cook’s son, suddenly making
Lizzie question everything
she has known to be true?
Ignoring the rules of race
and class, Lizzie and Noah
must put the pieces together
in a heart-stopping race to
save the people they love.
Winner of a Los Angeles
Public Library FOCAL
(Friends of Children and
Literature) Award
Nominated for: Pennsylvania
Young Reader’s Choice
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Awards Tennessee
Volunteer State Book Award
(Middle School division)
Missouri Association of
School Librarians (MASL)
Readers Award California
Library Association’s Beatty
Award, Eureka List
“Hieroglyphics is a novel
that tugs at the deepest
places of the human soul—a
beautiful, heart-piercing
meditation on life and death
and the marks we leave on
this world. It is the work of a
wonderful writer at her
finest and most profound.”
—Jessica Shattuck, author of
The Women in the Castle
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After many years in Boston,
Lil and Frank have retired to
North Carolina. The two of
them married young, having
bonded over how they
both—suddenly,
tragically—lost a parent
when they were children.
Now, Lil has become determined to leave a history for
their own kids. She sifts
through letters and notes
and diary entries,
uncovering old stories—and
perhaps revealing more
secrets than Frank wants
their children to know.
Meanwhile, Frank has
become obsessed with the
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house he lived in as a boy on
the outskirts of town, where
a young single mother,
Shelley, is now raising her
son. For Shelley, Frank’s
repeated visits begin to
trigger memories of her own
family, memories that she’d
hoped to keep buried.
Because, after all, not all
parents are ones you wish to
remember. Empathetic and
profound, this novel from
master storyteller Jill
McCorkle deconstructs and
reconstructs what it means
to be a father or a mother,
and to be a child trying to
know your parents—a child
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learning to make sense of
the hieroglyphics of history
and memory.
15 years ago, Riva Singh
and Aman Khan had a
passionate love affair.
Despite their attraction,
Riva rejected Aman for Ben,
the man who became her
husband. Now, Riva is a
bestselling London novelist,
whilst Aman is a Bollywood
superstar. Both have
watched each other from
afar but have stayed apart
since their painful split.
“If you cried at Jojo Moyes’
Me Before You, get your
hankies ready” – Booklist
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(starred review) “Rich,
romantic, beautifully drawn
and utterly compelling” Jane
Green, New York Times
bestselling author A
poignant read with a
heartbreaking twist for all
fans of Me Before You and
The Secret Wife.
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